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"Nearer My Subject to Thee": Twenty Years of a
Documentary Editor's Engagement with Emma
Goldman
CANDACEFALK
'7 have little interest in things ofthe past I want life, the real
and not what once was. " - Emma Goldman to anarchist
historian Max Nettlau, August 31, 1900

I

am honored to be speaking today in the city
where, in 1908, the editor of the St.Louis Mirror
proclaimed that Emma Goldman was "the
daughter of a dream" and that "there was nothing wrong
with her gospel except that she was 8,000 years ahead of
her age." Here, at the twentieth anniversary of the Association for Documentary Editing, the Women's Interest
Network breakfast has become a time to bond in the early
morning hours with my sister-editors (and brother-editors, too) and to reflect upon our own experience as
women, as documentary editors, as people who have
devoted many years of our lives to making sure that the
life and work of others become an indelible part of the
historical record. We are a particular kind of family, often misunderstood by the very people we assume would
appreciate our work most-the historians, the archivists,
the scholars and students who somehow cannot imagine
how we can sustain our interest and work in something
that requires such singular devotion. And yet there is much
pleasure to our special field.
For an unassuming lot of historians, we documentary editors carry quite an impressive array of historical
actors into posterity. Each of us is surrounded by a vir-·
tual army of the dead-an invisible, active, influential
world long past. The documentary editor, like other historians, acts as a kind of ad hoc guardian of agitated spirits laid to rest only when their words are etched into the
historical record. When I look around me, I see other editors, but I also see the phantom worlds you carry with
you, the people who were in the circles of your subject,
and your subject him or her self, who swarm around your
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office and your home, who are with you always, who are
waiting to be inscribed in history-the afterlife that every
historian pays homage to, the belief that the people and
events that preceded us matter to something we call the
future. As we work on these documentary editions we
can feel our subjects' presence-and they are as real and
as significant as any living person in our lives today.
At this reflective moment, the twentieth anniversary
of our organization (our folie 491 according to the last
membership count), I find myself wanting to "talk
amongst ourselves" about what this level of documentary editing entanglement or engagement has meant for
us: the cross and the uplift, the struggle and the privilege
of such work for our own lives.
The scholarly resources we create will live beyond most
interpretive historical works; and our task requires enough
humility to remain in the wings for many years while
bowing to the responsibility of giving the actors of the
past their fullest possible voice. The dangers lurking beneath such a long-term academic relationship are captured
well in a joke circulating about the perils of "co-dependency"-a term that can sometimes describe our relationship as editors to our subject: Question-What happens
to co-dependents before they die? Answer-The life of
somebody else flashes before them! Although this particular
psychosis also can easily be applied to biographers who
are awestruck by the years of research required to track a
life story, the task of the documentary editor in pursuit
of an even more exacting array of details about the events
and people that surround the life of their subject often
requires several decades of work. In this room are people
who have carried the torch of documentary editing
projects from editor to editor, some for projects stretching more than fifty years, others that just seem that long.
Because we as documentary editors work collaboratively,
we are not alone in this state of mind and being: we work
with others who are equally possessed. At the Emma
Goldman Papers we call ourselves "the Goldmaniacs."
Steeped in the particulars of the subject's life, an entire
editorial staff often lives with precarious boundaries be-
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tween the past and the present. Years of reading personal
she or he was doing when they were our age?
For example, when Emma Goldman was my age she
letters inevitably leads the editors into relationships of their
own to the correspondents-affection for some, antipawas emerging from two harrowing years in prison (right
here in "Mizoura") for speaking out against conscription
thy for others. Their hatreds and jealousies, their passions
and victories tend to become ours; sometimes it is an effort
and was about to be deported: her most active and influential time in the United States was over. Can my anxiety
to temper our own involvement. These historical figures
also often bolster our own understanding of the present,
about whether we can make progress and finish our docuoffer a reflective mirror that gives us the long view of
mentary edition in time compare to the world historic
things, enrich our strength and insight.
events that stalked Emma? Will our work be deported,
Even the familiarity
for lack of funds? What
with our subject's life
will become of what has
course affects the critical
begun, the documenting
markers in our own lives.
of what was? You know
After all, we have lived and
what I mean. Of course
died with them over and
there should be no comover again. Like the Holparison, but each reality
lywoodmovie GroundHog
coexists in the mind of a
Day, in which the main
documentary editor in a
character wakes up each
very entangled engageday only to relive the same
ment between the past
day again and again, we too
and the present, a merging
relive our subjects' days
that is at once necessary
again and again until we
and also, if we are honest
have transcribed and anwith ourselves, somewhat
notated them just right.
bizarre. Ultimately, we
Does our knowing the life
must ask ourselves what
of another so profoundly
qualities of the person
affect our own maturation
who is the subject of our
process? Have we lived
documentary editing
beyond our years because
project have drawn us to
we have lived and died (vihim or her, sustain our incariously) with our subterest, and somehow
jects? Or like the Koran or
serve both a conscious
the Cabala, which is not
and unconscious aspect of
supposed to be apourselves? The women
proached until one has the
who are documentary ediright life experience to entor must ask ourselves
ter its teachings fully, are
whether there is a subtle
sex/ gender role that we
there documents that we
sometimes cannot fully
play out in our function as
understand because we Photo Credit: Richard Gordon. This photograph was taken in the person who facilitates
the greatness of others in
have not yet gained the 1984 when I had only just begun to make the transition from
a field that privileges the
wisdom of age? Or some biographer to documentary editor; note Emma Goldman
voice of the subject over
that we discount because looking out from behind my shoulder, before I knew that she
that of the editor, in which
we have forgotten the life would be in the foreground of my life, from that point onward.
the measure of a great
stage of which the docuwork is in the art of understatement.
ment is an emblem? Others that we will never understand?
These are things I have thought about for years but
Can we resist the constant urge to revise our interpretahave not heard discussed in our sessions. In this vein, are
tion as our own life unfolds? Conversely, do we silently
there any women's papers projects edited and directed
judge or compare ourselves to our subject-marking what
50
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by men? Would the male editor feel incompetent or feminized or just not interested? On the other hand, many
women head up men's papers projects. Do some women
editors bring to the field of documentary editing the gift
of and comfort with emotional intelligence to ferret out
the feeling level of the documents, to see through the
rhetoric of letters, to understand the relational aspects of
political life more clearly perhaps than our male counterparts?
I suppose that this breakfast talk today is meant to
break the silence among us on these topics, to begin a conversation about the inner, personal meaning of the longterm relationship we have all developed with the subjects
of our documentary editing projects. Once, in conversation with our colleagues Clay and Susie Carson of the
Martin Luther King Jr. Papers, we wondered whether
perhaps documentary editors have so much stick-toitiveness that their own intimate relationships last longer,
too. Clay also noted that his work on King's papers would
stretch way beyond the number of years that King himself had been active in the civil rights movement. And so
one might imagine a Berkeley bumper sticker: "documentary editors make it last longer. " (Of course our sometimes competitors in the records side of the split in the
National Historical Publications and Records Commission might imagine that we purposely make all projects
last longer, not grasping the incredible dedication to the
standards of excellence that such work requires.) But did
any of us really know what arduous long-term work we
were entering when we first began our projects? Could
we fathom the commitment, the meticulous attention to
the smallest details of the life of our subject?
My subject, Emma Goldman, wrote her autobiography in the late 1920s and called it Living My Life. All
through the project I've joked about how my story could
be called Reliving Her Life, or Living Her Life, fearful that
by the time I finished my work, my own life would be
over. Not that I wanted to be an Emma Goldman, but
just that somewhere I wanted to be whoever Candace
Falk was outside of the towering presence of Emma.
Just a few years ago, I was delivering a lecture on
Emma Goldman at the Stanford University Jing Lyman
Women's Lecture Series. After the lunch that followed I
dutifully called my doctor to find out the results of what
I thought were routine lab tests. There, far from home, I
experienced every woman's nightmare of being told that
you have breast cancer. Then, like sleepwalking, we somehow all know what to do because we have seen others
do it, or because we have walked it through in the darkness of our own minds. Driving back from the cushion

of the academy in Palo Alto, I felt that I had suddenly
crossed the line abruptly back into the present, into my
own body, my own pressing issues, in a way that I did
not choose, that I would never choose, that I wished I
could wish away. Riding the roller-coaster of five surgeries and twelve chemotherapy treatments, seeminglyendless visits to doctors, using my research skills to find
medical breakthroughs, I also carried with me the fear that
our project was losing momentum, that I might not finish the work I had spent years constructing, a task that all
of us in this room know is so arduous and irreplaceable.
To alleviate my many worries, I was given the quintessential California gift by my colleagues-a massage.
Trying to relax or "let go," as they say back home, even
on the massage table my thoughts drifted to the young
Emma Goldman, who had a scalp and facial massage
business (we even have some correspondence with her
letterhead). Now to go one step further to fulfill a California stereotype, I will admit to the powerful imagery,
an almost mystical experience, evoked in the process, and
I would wager that most of you too have at some point
in your work had the spirit of your subject appear in your
daydreams unannounced. As my worries and tensions
were being kneaded away, I imagined that it was the gentle
Emma whose touch conveyed the message that I had
taken care of her enough, it was time to take care of
myself. It was a powerful voice from my own unconscious, the permission I needed to disengage enough to
concentrate on my own life, my own healing process.
But illness is a distorted way to care for one's self, and
eventually I was grateful to return to the work of Emma
Goldman's Papers. The old shoe of her life seemed so
comforting, the pressure of the work so much more satisfying than the cold austerity of hospital rooms, until one
day when I was in my office at the University of California, Berkeley, surrounded by files of Emma Goldman's
papers, I was struck, as if for the first time, to notice that
the tools of my work - the letters, the newspaper clippings, the government files - were in fact the written artifacts of people who were long dead. I had hoped that
I could leave the horror of the cancer world behind when
I reentered the bustle of activity at our papers project,
but instead I experienced death surrounding me in my life's
work-and I couldn't bear it. Suddenly I saw our field as
a grand attempt to proclaim that "death shall have no
dominion" and each of us as documentary editors the
resuscitators of old forgotten remnants of a life lived to
its fullest, never to be retrieved no matter how exacting
our volumes, no matter how comprehensive the collections. I began to look with a new, darker lens at our
September 1999 I DOCUMENTARY EDITING
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project's spirited postcards with great Goldman quotes
intended to inspire the living. Suddenly they seemed like
poignant attempts to deny the reality of her death.
Wouldn't it make sense for all of us to balance our documentary work by encouraging and recording current
voices? Why the fetish with the dead, with history?
As I have begun to recover and to gain some distance from such an intense preoccupation with mortality,
I have found that with health comes perspective and a
new equilibrium; I no longer devalue historical work, the
critical importance of documentary editing, nor the ways
in which my own life genuinely has been enriched by my
engagement with Emma, with those associated with her,
and colleagues like you in our very special field of work.
Yet the awareness of the underside of it all has stayed with
me, and I have begun to interrogate my responses: Is there
anyone in my own family whom I know as well as Emma?
Why have I not, as Emma's lover Ben Reitman's daughter has done, found the history of my own father who
died when I was young and before I was truly conscious
of his presence? Could there be a common thread for all
of us who are engaged in historical work-but especially
documentary editors-do we share a nostalgia for something lost to time that we are trying to retrieve in our work,
in our daily contact with someone who lived more heroically than those in our own familiar circles? Are we hedging the decision-making responsibility for acting more
boldly in our own lives? Editing is not just a job, but a
relationship. Have we chosen a shadow-life course, fearful of the loneliness or the feeling of being exposed without our fraternal or sororal historical twin? or perhaps
paternal or maternal protectors who have become part
of a grand phantom family hideout in which we live a
double life as their enabling child? Or am I being too
morbid? Isn't there, after all, a more healthy and positive
way to look at our long-term association with our subjects? Have we not ennobled the best in ourselves through
our intimate engagement with the historical other, as well?
Or as Roger Bruns, who has worked in this field for more
than twenty-five years, often says, "Documentary editing
sure beats working at 7-11!" Or as Betty Nuxoll has responded to her friends and family when they remark that
her work often takes her too far out of the present, ''Living
in the eighteenth century with Robert Morris is definitely
better than Bayside, Queens, in the 1990s!"
My own first interest in and attraction to Emma
Goldman, long before I began to edit her papers, came
from my admiration and respect for her as a woman who
represented a passion for politics that enhanced rather than
obscured the passions of personal life, who stood for
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liberty in its finest dimensions, who dared to confront
hypocrisy and to take on the role of inspiring others to
move toward freedom. In an era when women were
taking their first steps in that direction, Emma Goldman
was a role model, an icon for a spirited alternative to
conventional mores. Dogs, cats, even babies were given
her name, and my golden retriever-Irish setter was no
exception. My dog "Red Emma" bounded after me into
a guitar shop in Chicago and within minutes I was led to
a box of hundreds of letters from Emma Goldman to
Ben Reitman. A serendipitous confrontation with the authenticity of historical material changed and shaped my
life.
For those of you who haven't heard this bit of research folklore, it was a hot summer day in Chicago when
my friend who worked at the guitar shop asked the name
of my rambunctious bow-to-no-authority dog. Upon
hearing the name "Red Emma Goldman" he scratched
his head and said pensively that "five years ago he thought
he had seen some letters of hers in the back of the shop."
Like a dream, he brought out a boot box full of old yellowed letters, each in an envelope addressed to Emma's
road manager and promiscuous lover, ''Ben L. Reitman."
I will admit to you here today that although I had
studied what were considered to be "the great books" at
that time, I had never seen an original historical document,
never experienced the immediacy of that contact with the
historic other. It was thrilling even to see the signature of
a woman I so admired. Yet when I began to read the
contents of the letters, it was not the public-spirited, optimistic Emma that was revealed. Rather it was the jealous, tortured, conflicted woman whose vision and reality
had collided in her intimate life. The letters were signed
"Mommy" by a woman who was ten years older than
her "wayward lover," and for an instant I thought perhaps they could not really have been written by Emma
Goldman. Remembering back to the days before I became a documentary editor, a field in which the personal
correspondence of others is the most commonplace part
of the work, I had at the time of discovering Goldman's
love letters a more normal feeling of being an intruder
and an interloper somehow wrongly thrust into the sexual
privacy of another (not unlike the awkwardness one feels
when reading the transcripts of Monica Lewinsky describing her intimate encounter with President Clinton's cigar).
I felt admonished by the particular Emma letter that I read
at the copying machine ruminating that "if anyone saw
these letters I would feel naked before the world"; I
averted my gaze, returned the letters, and vowed to keep
Emma's secret. Only after I was approached by the nearly

bankrupt owner of the guitar shop to buy the letters to
help him out of a bad financial dilemma, and then convinced by a Chicago archivist that a public person's letters
must remain in public circulation, no matter how private,
did I entertain the idea of writing about this issue of the
personal and the political from the vantage point of respect. After all, Emma Goldman wanted to live and love
as the great example, and thus her own life was as much
a laboratory for learning about the struggle for freedom
as was her political activity. I began to scout out Goldman
letters from archives and libraries across the globe and
was eventually approached by the NHPRC to apply to
be the editor of Emma Goldman's Papers.
It was a political vision, similar to but not the same
as Goldman's, that brought me to this work, that made
me feel that it was a thing of value. And it was the expansiveness of Goldman's personality, the ways in which she
had no boundaries between the passions of the heart and
engagement in the world, that made the work seem so
much warmer and less austere than most political and
scholarly endeavors. Emma Goldman had been deported
from the United States in a wave of repression in the wake
of U.S. entry into World War I, and I took pride in having this official National Archives responsibility for making sure that her written legacy could never be deported
from the historical record. I wanted to correct an injustice, heal a wrong, unravel the twisted work of J. Edgar
Hoover against my protagonist, Emma Goldman, whom
he deemed "the most dangerous woman in America" and
who "if permitted to return would cause undue harm."
Was I not also unconsciously acting out a subtle sex!gender role in my work "on," or shall I say "for," Emma
Goldman, as a peacemaker with history to restore the
strength and place that had been so brutally and abruptly
taken from her? I wanted to make things better. My interest was also current, to reach and inspire the next generation of freedom fighters. Gradually the task itself grew
so enormous, and the efforts to keep up with the crush
of work so herculean, compounded with a serious shortfall of funds, that I have begun to see that most documentary editors stand behind a kind of two-way mirror
of history: others can see in, but we see only our subjects
and are often too exhausted to link the past and present.
We toil in a field in which the satisfaction of the work
is much higher than its material or professional rewards;
we have tried with only incremental movement to rally
the support of our colleagues in history and the library,
but our projects are planets of the university that for the
most part create their own gravitational pull. I have wondered about this outsider position. Of course, in the spirit

of my subject, would Emma have had it any other way?
Yet, is this obliviousness, or willingness to carry the cross
of our beleaguered but noble profession, a sign of
strength or of a shared psychosis, a sign that we do not
consider our own lives and financial security as important as the work for our historical subjects? Are documentary editors the real handmaidens of history?
I want to encourage others to tell their stories, the
amazing interwoven tales of editors and subjects, the inner tale of survival, the wisdom about life that comes with
years of engagement. After all, we value the ways in which
knowledge comes from the stories of our historical subjects, the details of their lives and friendships that somehow say more and with much more complexity than any
secondary narrative ever could convey. In my own work,
I cherish the sweet experience, for example, of corresponding with revered Chinese anarchists in their nineties
who have stretched their strength to write their recollections of Goldman. The joy of meeting researchers and
curators of anarchist archives in Italy, Spain, France, and
England, after years of corresponding and exchanging
pictures and gifts, is amazing. Meeting and interviewing
such pillars of history and free speech as Roger Baldwin,
the co-founder of the American Civil Liberties Union,
whose career was inspired by Emma Goldman, changes
one's own life and in a small way integrates the documentary editor into the life of the subject.
Every trip I have taken since my work on Goldman
began has included something of her life and associates.
My honeymoon was no exception. In Cuernavaca,
twenty-one years ago, Goldman's exiled anarchist comrades, Mollie Steimer and Senya Fleshine, scolded my husband and me for allowing the state any authority over love,
reminding us that a "companion" needs no legal bond.
They wished us riches in life "in the best sense," which is
also ultimately what my connection to Emma Goldman
as the editor and director of her documentary collection
has given me. In a '90s twist of circumstance, just this
summer I was asked to preside over an anarchist wedding held in honor of Emma Goldman at her birthday,
and I gave a talk about the generations of change, about
love and freedom, and the incremental advances of tolerance, before and after Emma.
A documentary editing project, too, is a long-term
relationship, requiring constancy and devotion, the ability
to weather hard times, and to honor and respect one's
subject. In the work of a documentary editing project,
one comes to know many people, sometimes blurring the
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